Definite Article vs. No Article

Fill in the blanks.

1. We haven't seen ................. for days.
   - sun
   - the sun
   - Either could be used here

2. I love listening to ......................
   - wind
   - the wind

3. Scientists believe that ...................... is constantly expanding.
   - universe
   - the universe
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4. I am ......................... in my family.

youngest

the youngest

5. I will pick you from .........................

airport

the airport

6. He studied law at .........................

university

the university

7. She lives in .........................
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8. I like ................................
   mangoes
   the mangoes

9. Our neighbors are ...............................
   Indians
   the Indians

10. .................................. offer knowledge.
    Books
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11. ....................... birds can fly.

Most

The most

12. I prefer ......................... to .........................

country, town

the country, the town

Answers

We haven’t seen the sun for days.
I love listening to the wind.
Scientists believe that the universe is constantly expanding.
I am the youngest in my family.
I will pick you from the airport.
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He studied law at university.
She lives in the south.
I like mangoes.
Our neighbors are Indians.
Books offer knowledge.
Most birds can fly.
I prefer the country to the town.